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INTRODUCTION

GOD IS ALWAYS DOING NEW THINGS

He’s always creating, always moving. God is starting something 
new today. Don’t you see it? From the Garden, through the Fall and 
into his perfect plan of redemption, God is creating and moving and 
bringing life. NewThing starts with your understanding of God. Who 
he is and what he’s doing in the world. Trusting that he’s at work.

WELCOME TO NEWTHING!
 

We’re glad that God has inspired you to be part of this movement. 
We have a singular goal: to be a catalyst for a movement of repro-
ducing churches relentlessly dedicated to helping people find their 
way back to God.

We believe God has called us to fulfill the Jesus mission by planting 
new churches that plant more churches. In this way we have 
exponential impact.

The prophet Isaiah reminded the Israelites of God’s mercy. God 
reminded them that he was their redeemer, that he was the Holy 
One, that he was the Creator and King. While Israel had been 
unfaithful, God would be faithful and do a new thing. And that’s the 
heart of what NewThing is all about: God’s faithfulness to make all 
things new.

“Forget the former things;  do not dwell on the past. See, I am doing 
a new thing!  Now it springs up; do you not perceive it? I am making 
a way in the wilderness  and streams in the wasteland” 
- Isaiah 43:18-19.
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Whether you’ve been in NewThing from the start or are just checking 
us out, I want you to know that God is up to a new thing again.

So what about you? You sense it, don’t you? You sense God 
working in your life and in your community. It’s no accident you’re 
being called to be part of his new thing. God does the heavy lifting 
and by his mercy and grace, he allows us to participate.

This is where you come in. Chances are you’re intrigued by this 
“new thing” and you know God has called you to be part of his new 
thing, but you’re not sure what to do next.

That’s where we come in. We want to help you and your team be part 
of what is undoubtedly a movement of God through discipleship 
and church planting. And this isn’t just about you—it’s also about 
you and your team helping others start movements. God is on the 
move and we want to be a part of that. Let’s join him!  

Dave Ferguson, Lead Visionary
Patrick O’Connell, NewThing Director
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1
NEWTHING

1

WHAT IS NEWTHING?

NewThing is a catalyst for movements of reproducing churches re-
lentlessly dedicated to helping people find their way back to God. 
Our aim is to help leaders, churches and church planters launch 
healthy reproducing churches to achieve the Jesus Mission (Acts 
1:8).

NewThing is a diverse group of churches aligned around the 
Mission of God. This means we respect one another’s theological 
perspectives and denominational heritages. Our partnerships 
are strategically designed to catalyze movements of reproducing 
churches in the name of Jesus, without hindering movement by 
squabbling and debating secondary doctrinal issues. We want to 
break walls down, not build more up.   

OUR VALUES - THE FOUR “R’S”

NewThing is built around the following four values:

1. Reproducing - It’s what we do. 
2. Residencies - The way we reproduce. 
3. Resources - Help us equip the movements. 
4. Relationships - The key to building and sustaining movements. 

There’s no doubt that God is the power behind any movement. 
However, there are definitive practices available to all of us that 
enable us to work with Him in starting and leading a movement. 
That’s what we hope to lay out for you below in this guide.
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What Is NewThing?1

REPRODUCING

Our hearts beat for the Jesus Mission—to be witnesses for Jesus 
to the whole world—and it is our firm conviction that the best way 
to accomplish that task is to reproduce. In fact, if God has showed 
any favor on NewThing over the years it is with this gift and passion 
of reproducing at every level.

“Every movement starts with one person. When you and your friends 
become apprentices of Jesus, you will follow in his footsteps and 
say to others, ‘Come follow me.’ The result can be the beginning of 

a missional church movement.” — Dave Ferguson, Lead Visionary

Less than 4% of churches will ever reproduce and half of those 
will do so out of church splits, not intentional decisions to advance 
God’s Kingdom. Something is wrong with that picture. At NewThing 
we are in the business of reproducing. Period. That’s what we do. 
If you’re not going to reproduce then NewThing is not the place for 
you. Each NewThing church is committed to reproducing at every 
level of ministry through multi-sites, church plants, and missional 
communities.

This value of reproduction can be seen throughout our organization: 
leaders, artists, groups, teams, campuses, churches, networks, 
and movements.  A NewThing church must also be committed to 
reproducing at every level of ministry. This takes an intentional plan 
for developing leaders and artists through an apprentice model and 
coaching structure.

One of the largest wins we have been a part of over the years is the 
success of our intentional apprenticeship model. We call it the 2-2-
2 Principal. It’s based on 2 Timothy 2:2: 

“And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many 
witnesses entrust to reliable people who will also be qualified to 
teach others.”
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What is NewThing? 1

This simple model and strategy of apprenticeship that Paul gave 
Timothy to reproduce the Jesus Mission is the fundamental building 
block of reproducing. Through this model, we pass down knowledge 
and skills to the next reproducing leader and to the second and third 
generations.

When it comes to reproducing, each NewThing church endeavors to:

•	 Reproduce	a	leadership	resident	every	year.
•	 Reproduce	a	church/site/community	every	TWO	years.
•	 Reproduce	leaders	at	every	level.

To hold ourselves accountable to this goal, every NewThing church 
is expected to complete a My Reproducing Plan each year.  (See 
Appendix)

RELATIONSHIPS

At the core of NewThing are friendships, accountability, and 
networking. NewThing churches and lead pastors gather into what 
we call networks.  Each Network consists of a group of 4-6 churches, 
led by one “network leader;” who is a current NewThing pastor.  

These networks connect monthly via phone and are conversationally 
structured around the principles of a reproducing ministry. Within 
this coaching structure, the reproducing church grows! We gather 
annually to share best practices, encourage each other, and challenge 
each other to greater heights for the Jesus Mission. Our gatherings 
are opportunities to align vision, share wins and best practices, and 
pray for one another.  And we also have a ton of fun!  

NewThing networks meet monthly to equip and empower each other 
and leaders of their respective churches. These network meetings 
allow vision-casting, skill development, and coaching to ensure the 
continued development of a reproducing culture, all of it ultimately 
fueling church planting.
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What Is NewThing?1

RESOURCES

To achieve the Jesus Mission, we need to collaborate. That’s why 
we share resources which allows us all to achieve more together. 
That’s what communities based on relationships do because it’s 
not about “me, myself, and I” but, instead, it’s about “us, we and 
our.” We share lots of things: creative content (graphics, small 
group guides, etc.), message manuscripts, videos, knowledge/
experience (coaching, training, mentoring), best practices, 
leadership training materials and much more.

We’ve developed key resources to help you reproduce at every 
level. These include leadership development resources (i.e. 
Coaching Guide, Apprentice Guide, etc.), books written by pastors 
and leaders in NewThing (Exponential, On The Verge, etc.), and 
training content. Each church has the freedom to use any and all 
of these resources that help them achieve the Jesus Mission in 
their respective context. We share to help each other plant more 
churches. 

Sharing resources frees up leaders at each location to continue 
relationally driving the church more quickly and effectively. Less 
time is spent on creating and designing and strategizing—and 
more time is spent with people, both staff and congregants.

Finances are also a resource. Each NewThing church invests 
financially into their network for the purpose of reproduction.  
Those collective funds stay within that specific network and can be 
requested for use by the network leader in order to plant a church 
or a campus. Our networks have used these funds for such things 
as leadership residency grant and/or coaching for the network, 
new equipment for a new site, and much more. 

Every network level church contributes yearly to fund the movement. 
This money goes to the NewThing headquarters to make sure the 
organization can appropriately carry out its God-given ministry, 
which is to catalyze movements of reproducing churches. So, this 
money actually comes back around full circle to assist you and 
others like you in creating and sustaining movement. 
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What is NewThing? 1

RESIDENTS

If we’re really serious about movement, then we must be really 
serious about residency. We believe the key to achieving the Jesus 
Mission requires us to intentionally invest in the next generation 
of leaders.  This means every church must  train, equip, and send 
a new church planter. Our residency program is designed to help 
every church host and send an apprentice church planter. This is 
how movement will happen.

Very simply, leadership residents are “apprentice church planters.” 
They are people God is calling to something significant and specific 
for the Kingdom whom we will take and equip to start a new church 
or a new campus. Even more than that, leadership residents are 
with us planning and preparing and learning to launch their own 
reproducing movement because we don’t just want them to plant 
a church. We want them to plant a church that will plant churches 
that plant more churches.

A residency is a nine to 12-month apprenticeship with a NewThing 
church, after which the resident plants a new church. A NewThing 
leadership residency is an intensive life-on-life experience where 
the resident spends up to a year apprenticing with a Campus 
Pastor or Lead Pastor at any NewThing church. During this 
time the resident learns and trains in the fundamentals of leader 
reproduction. Residents are not secretaries or interns; they are 
there for intentional and active engagement in meaningful ministry 
that will set them up for success in reproduction. 

 
A NEWTHING LEADERSHIP RESIDENCY INCLUDES:

1. Apprenticing with a Campus Pastor/Lead Pastor at any 
NewThing church.

2. Real time training on the fundamentals of leader reproduction. 
3. Interaction with other reproducing church planters through 

NewThing gatherings and conferences.
4. Training at the NewThing Leadership Training Center. 
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What Is NewThing?1

SO WHO IS A RESIDENT?

The men and women we target are the apostolic leaders God is 
calling to start movements. They have, in one way or another, 
separated themselves from the group and displayed strong 
leadership and apostolic gifts. Anyone who signs up for a residency 
should have a confident time-line and ideal location for where they 
want to plant. On top of that, we expect them to raise funds both 
for the one-year residency program and also for their eventual 
church plant.

The two ways we look for residents are through what we call “the 
farm” system and “the free agent” system

The	 farm	 system	 is right under your nose. It’s those men and 
women you serve each and every weekend right there at your 
church. The people whose stories and families you know. Most 
likely you watched them find their way back to God and have been 
walking with them ever since. You’ve witnessed their passion for 
God grow and you see in them something even greater.

The	 free	 agent	 system includes those leaders who have been 
poured into and developed elsewhere and are ready to start a 
movement of their own. For one reason or another, where they 
are currently serving is not conducive for such an opportunity. 
These free agents are “outsiders” of sorts who feel a call to church 
planting and connect well with the mission and vision of NewThing.
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2
NETWORK LEADER

WHAT IS A NETWORK LEADER?

A network leader is someone who first and foremost desires to 
see God’s Kingdom advanced on an exponential level. It’s also 
someone who is fed up with the status quo of additional ministry. A 
network leader is someone God has gifted as an apostle, someone 
who likes to start new things and equip others to do the same (Eph. 
4:11-12). Above all, to be an effective network leader, you must, 
must, MUST believe in the value and the systems of reproduction. It 
needs to be your heartbeat, your lifeblood. Reproducing leaders and 
reproducing systems to make the greatest impact on the greatest 
number of people—that’s our aim.

The term “network leader” would be, in many ways, akin to that of 
an “overseer.” Think of the apostle Paul starting churches all over 
Europe and Asia and then leaving but writing letters to Timothy, 
Titus, and the rest. Paul led the overall movement, while Titus 
and Timothy led the smaller networks in specific locations. Paul 
continued to build each of them up but he was not there physically 
to do the hands on ministry.

As a network leader, your job is to light the fire of reproduction in the 
hearts of those around you, train and equip them appropriately, and 
then release them and watch what God does through them. You 
still guide them but from a distance. You’re connected to them but 
there’s also autonomy. You’ll meet regularly but to empower them 
not to dictate their actions. You are a trainer, a mentor, a shepherd, 
and a leader.

For your time, NewThing pays you a stipend based on the number 
of churches in your network.
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Network Leader2

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A NETWORK LEADER?

If you are reading this, our assumption is that you are currently 
leading a church and/or numerous other churches or sites. The next 
step is quite simple: begin to start more churches! Our suggestion 
is that this be done by working closely together, as a cohesive 
unit, with those you’re already connected to: the other pastors in 
your circle or network. After all, we can do more together than on 
our own. To lead a network means there are other churches and 
pastors under you that you’re, in many ways, responsible for. You 
personally need to lead them forward into further reproduction. 
How and where and when that is actually done is up to God, you, 
and your context. But we’re here to supply resources and our 
experiences.

Through all you do you’re keeping your eyes on the Kingdom of 
Heaven and doing your best to see it advanced here on Earth. May 
the words “your Kingdom come” be ever present in your prayer 
life and may it manifest in your daily actions. That’s what this is all 
about. All of the strategies and all the meetings and all the effort is 
put forth in order to see more people find their way back to God. 
We constantly DO this so that more and more can BE like Christ. 
That is the end game and we must never get caught up in anything 
else.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO “WIN” AS NETWORK 
LEADER? 

The concept of being a network leader may seem very vague at 
this point in time so allow us, for a second, to lay down a few 
very practical “wins” a network leader should be working toward. 
Hopefully, as you continue reading, this will give you a framework 
to be thinking through. (Further expectations are also laid out in 
Appendix A).
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Network Leader 2

1.	 Lead	 churches	 within	 your	 network	 toward	 reproducing	
churches and leaders.

In this you must both lead by example and through coaching 
and motivation. The pastors in your network probably want 
to reproduce but they may not know what that looks like 
tangibly. Show them and empower them.

2.	 Champion	the	vision	to	have	one	resident	per	campus	per	
year.

Residency is the key to reproduction and so again, you 
must set the tone. Be the example and challenge others to 
follow in your footsteps.

3.	 Champion	 the	 values	 of	 NewThing	 and	 participate	 in	
NewThing	Gatherings.

It’s one thing to say you’re a part of NewThing but 
another entirely to be actively engaged with NewThing. 
As a NewThing network leader, other churches will look to 
you to figure out what it really means to be a part of the 
movement. Make the four R’s part of your daily language 
and behaviors. Take part in the major activities like the 
network leader retreat and gatherings.

4.	 Reproduce	your	network	as	an	Apprentice	Network	Leader	
becomes	ready.

Reproduction isn’t just for church planting but for starting 
new networks as well. Your job is to double yourself and 
train an apprentice to take up the mantel of a new network 
of their own. That’s a major win!
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Network Leader2

5.	 Establish	a	leadership	pipeline	through	the	development	of	
relationships	with	churches,	colleges,	and	conferences.

Having to constantly go out to find up and coming leaders 
takes a lot of time, effort, and resources–but if they come 
to you it makes reproducing that much easier. Expend 
the time, effort, and resources now to build up those 
relationships so that down the road the next generation of 
leaders will be knocking at your door instead of the other 
way around.
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THE “HOW TO’S” 
OF NEWTHING 3

IN THIS SECTION

•	How	to	Start	a	Network
•	How	to	Lead	a	Network
•	How	to	Reproduce	a	Network	Leader
•	How	to	Reproduce	a	Network

HOW TO START A NETWORK

Starting a network within NewThing requires a willingness to initiate. 
You’ll need to include other churches that will embrace the values of 
4-R’s and commit to a priority of ongoing reproduction as a culture 
of helping people find their way back to God. To start a new church 
you only need one willing person to lead but to start a network you 
need numerous willing people who are already leading their own 
churches. (More info on what characteristics to look for in potential 
network churches later on.)

More practically, network leaders can build their networks by taking 
the following steps:

1. Make a list of pastors/churches with whom you already have a 
relationship that are

 a. Already reproducing OR
 b. Planning on planting a reproducing church.

2. Initiate a conversation about NewThing and ask them to consider 
being a part of NewThing and in particular, your network.

3. Utilize the materials of NewThing (role descriptions, MRPs, 
MOUs, etc.) to establish clear expectations and enable the 
potential network members to embrace the NewThing culture.
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4. Include them in a network meeting as a trial for them to 
experience a part of how they will benefit from being in your 
network.

5. Invite them to be a part of the upcoming NewThing gathering 
and introduce them to NewThing leadership. As they rub 
shoulders with NewThing leaders and pastors they’ll get an 
even better idea of the culture and its benefits.

6. Have them actually sign the NewThing MOU and assist them in 
working through their plan to reproduce (MRP).

HOW TO LEAD A NETWORK

CHURCHES
Your network consists of churches. When considering a church 
for your network, look for reproducing in their DNA. During this 
recognition process it’s vital that you look beyond the size or even 
number of sites or campuses. Look instead to see if they have 
systems in place that will yield reproducing leaders, groups, teams, 
campuses, and churches. Ask these types of questions:

1.  Do they have a leadership pipeline that provides a vision for 
prospective leaders?

2.   Do they insist on apprenticeship at every level?
3. Do they have a regular gathering for leaders and apprentice 

leaders to receive vision and training in reproducing?

These are qualities that go beyond size or number of locations. 
Many churches will grow large, into the thousands. Many churches 
will have the resources to launch multiple locations. Don’t be fooled 
because these are not necessarily reproducing churches, as strange 
as that may sound. Reproducing churches have reproducing in 
their DNA. They are proactive about it, not reactive.

Going back to our 4-R values, let’s lay out a few things you can do 
together if and when a church joins your network:
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RESOURCES – When you put your money, networks, and 
creative/training content together (with what NewThing has already 
accumulated) you can do A LOT of good in the world. We all have 
gaps in our ministries (whether we know it and/or admit it or not), 
but with our powers combined we can fill those gaps and cover a 
lot of ground.

RELATIONSHIPS	– Life and ministry are a lot more fun when we 
work alongside one another in peer-to-peer relationships. And we 
all desire to be poured into and trained. Those coaching calls are 
just what many pastors are looking for. They don’t act because 
they’re scared of failure, but together our confidence rises.

RESIDENTS - Sharing emerging leaders or holding one another 
accountable to reproducing through a residency program is key 
to catalyzing movements. Maybe you desire your young leaders 
to be more well-rounded; swapping residents to experience other 
ministries can certainly do that. Maybe you have an up-and-coming 
leader with a unique skill set that requires a leader with different 
personality or gift mix to draw the best out of him/her. Working 
within the NewThing network creates an opportunity to make that 
possible.

REPRODUCE - All of these values result in reproduction and 
change that your network could only accomplish by working 
together. Period. Geographic, city-wide vision and/or affinity to a 
particular cause will draw you together. And once you’re together 
you can go farther and reproduce more readily.

AGREEMENT	AND	ALIGNMENT
In order to effectively lead your network, you have to first agree with 
the 4 R’s. It’s imperative that you know them, understand them, 
and believe in their validity and worth. But that alone will not make 
you a successful network leader nor will it gain maximum ground 
for the Jesus Mission. For that you happen you need to move from 
agreement into alignment. 

Aligning yourself with the NewThing values can take shape any 
number of ways. The biggest is in your language. You have to talk 
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about the 4-R’s and make them part of your monthly discussions 
and meetings within your network. Ask hard questions relating to 
each of these areas. Find out how others are doing on the path 
aligning themselves with these values.

More than that, though, you need to live out the 4-R’s. You can talk 
about it all you want, but unless you model it no one will take you 
serious in what you’re trying to accomplish. And if they don’t take 
you serious then they won’t feel a need to be a part of your personal 
ministry. Others must see that these values are important to you and 
beneficial for your ministry. Everything NewThing church revolves 
around the 4-R’s so for leaders, ambassadors, and network leaders 
for NewThing,  these values need to be at the forefront of what you 
do and how you lead. 

NETWORKS ARE BUILT ON COMMITMENTS

RELATIONSHIP COMMITMENT: Each NewThing church commits 
to engaging in their local network (4-6 reproducing churches) for the 
monthly meetings and discussions on how to reproduce together.

REPRODUCING COMMITMENT: Each NewThing church commits 
to filling out and MRP (My Reproducing Plan) every year. The MRP 
is a plan for reproduction that covers the next 12 months.

RESIDENCY COMMITMENT: Each NewThing church commits to 
having and training one church planting resident per year.

RESOURCE COMMITMENT: Each NewThing church commits to 
filling out an Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and paying 
into the network.

COACHING	MEETINGS
Holding true to our values, “relationship” is a MAJOR part of what 
needs to be done to lead your network. We use what we have 
termed “coaching meetings” to influence, care, and maintain 
accountability for the lead pastors in our network. These calls 
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should be cemented on your calendar and take place each and 
every month. They may be on the phone or they might be in person. 
Either way, relationships are, in many ways, the energy behind 
reproduction.

HERE’S WHAT A COACHING CALL MAY LOOK LIKE:

1.	 CELEBRATION	– Begin each call with a point of celebration. 
What have they done well? Where do they feel they are winning? 
What are they thankful for? Where do they see God at work? 
Get creative with this and try to ask a different question every 
time you talk to avoid ritualistic and monotonous routine.

2.	 ACCOUNTABILITY	– Our relational emphasis isn’t just about 
rainbows and butterflies. We don’t want to talk regularly just for 
the sake of talking. If we did that nothing would ever get done. 
A major focal point of these conversations is to hold each other 
accountable to do the things we said we were going to because 
every one of these coaching calls ends with specific action that 
each person takes (we’ll get to that in a minute).

 This is very simple and straightforward. Just ask, “How did 
___________________ (the action you committed to doing last 
call) go?”

 From there give the person 2-3 minutes to describe how things 
went. They then, in turn, will either give an update or realize 
they haven’t done what they said they would do. Hopefully 
they’ll have a glowing report of how the agreed upon action 
went. If they don’t, then ask good leading questions to figure 
out what the barriers were and how to overcome those barriers 
going forward.

3.	 CHALLENGES	 - This is the biggest part of the call. What 
challenge(s) is the person dealing with? What obstacles are 
they encountering as they try to lead and reproduce? If this 
is a group call with all of your lead pastors then make sure 
everyone has the opportunity to share their challenges and 
give encouragement to each other. Either way be sure to take 
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time to brainstorm ideas on how to solve the problem, whether 
that be via concrete steps to take, through past experience of 
your own, or even by directing them to someone else who has 
knowledge in that area.

4.	 ACTION	 –	Next up you need to ask, “What action are you 
going to take between now and our next call to deal with your 
challenge?” Our experience has been that, if this is done in 
a group, this stage of the call works best if all action steps 
are stated after everyone shares challenges. It keeps things 
moving and allows for a bit of mental breathing before people 
state what they are going to do.

 The key to coaching is to ask for action. If you don’t get to 
action, you’re just having a conversation and over time, people 
will not see the value in the calls. Leaders want to be challenged 
to do and be more. Don’t hold back in this area but don’t be 
overbearing either.

5.	 PRAYER	 – Ask for two-fold prayer requests: one personal 
request and one ministry request. Then finish by actually 
praying for those requests. Life gets busy and the best way to 
be sure to actually pray for someone is to do it then and there.

6.	 INFORMATION	 – Lastly, if there is any NewThing-specific 
information that your movement leader has asked you to 
convey, do it at the end before the call is over. This helps 
people remember that these conversations are happening only 
because they are a part of something bigger, and it keeps the 
fact that they’re connected to a much larger movement at the 
forefront of their minds.
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QUICK	HITS

1.  Immediately after the meetings: Write down all action 
steps that were committed to and all prayer requests, 
then immediately email them to everyone. This is 
crucial but will only take five minutes. Be sure that you 
are taking notes during the call!

2.   If you’re doing group coaching, then be a wise facilitator. 
You may need to interject or give time limits to respect 
everyone’s time and keep the conversation moving.

HOW TO REPRODUCE A NETWORK LEADER

In light of the value of reproducing, a network leader must also 
embrace the priority of having an apprentice network leader. 
Reproduction at all levels, remember? As the network is formed 
it is imperative to keep an eye open for two critical components 
(outlined below) and then ask at least one of the pastors in your 
network to be your apprentice. Again, it’s not enough to simply 
start a network. You need to start a network that starts networks 
that starts more networks.

The first component to be on the lookout for is for who is already 
reproducing. Who is a step ahead of others in their reproducing 
plan and outcome? Who does this make the most sense to without 
much or any effort? Networks function best when the leader is 
setting the pace and a good pacesetter does do instinctively. It just 
comes naturally to them.

Secondly, as you pray for wisdom concerning who might become 
your apprentice, look for someone that cannot only lead a 
reproducing church but who has the ability to lead their peers. This 
is discerning who can best lead other leaders because leading 
a network is just that: leading people who are leading groups of 
others. They must have capacity and gifting in the area of leadership 
that is beyond the run-of-the-mill measure.
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Once you work through those two components, have your “ICNU” 
conversation. There will be more on this later but, briefly, the “ICNU 
conversation” is when you pull this person aside and say something 
like, “I see in you a person that God has set apart for something 
greater, something more than what you’re doing now. I see in you 
leadership capacity and the ability to lead other leaders well. I’d 
like for you to consider being my apprentice network leader so that 
eventually you can lead your own reproducing network.”

DEVELOPING YOUR APPRENTICE NETWORK LEADER

In the next section we’ll divulge a little more specifically about the 
qualities and characteristics you should look for in an apprentice 
network leader, but before we do that let’s take a look at practical 
training steps. In everything we do in leadership development at 
NewThing, we follow one very, VERY simple progression:

5 STEPS OF DEVELOPMENT

Step 1: I do. You watch. We talk.
Step 2: I do. You help. We talk.
Step 3: You do. I help. We talk.
Step 4: You do. I watch. We talk.
Step 5: You do. Someone else watches.

It certainly isn’t rocket science but it IS effective and it is simple. 
To reproduce anything (leaders, small groups, teams, celebration 
services, campuses, networks, or movements) the structures and 
processes must be and remain simple. Once your apprentice 
network leader has agreed to this new role, you do nothing more 
than walk him/her through these five steps. Allow the person to sit 
in on conversations with your lead pastors. Allow your apprentice 
to join you in network leader meetings. Allow them to process your 
struggles with you and celebrate your wins together. Do life with 
them and intentionally release them to do more and more of what 
you do.
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HOW TO REPRODUCE A NETWORK

THE FOUNDATION OF REPRODUCTION

NewThing’s vision is “to be a catalyst for movements of 
reproducing churches.” Within every movement is an infrastructure 
of reproduction. The infrastructure within NewThing’s movement is 
reproducing networks of reproducing churches. Now, before that 
makes your head explode, let us break this down for you.

If you’ve read Dave and Jon’s book, Exponential, then this will be 
easy. If you haven’t then we’ll walk you through it.

The concept of reproduction starts at the smallest level in our 
churches: individuals. We talked about apprenticeship so hopefully 
you get that picture. The next smallest size entity in your church 
are your small groups. A growing and reproducing church will be 
based on growing and reproducing small groups. Small group 
multiplication is NOT about the size of the group or how long the 
group has been together that determines its ability to reproduce; it 
is ALWAYS about leader readiness.

The same principle applies when it comes to reproducing networks 
of reproducing churches. Your network is quite literally a small
group of churches whose vision is to reproduce more churches that 
are passionate about helping people find their way back to God.  
The way your network will reproduce is the same way a small group 
reproduces: by identifying and developing another reproducing 
network leader, which we talked about previously in this field guide.

Because networks are so much like small groups we’ll use a 
Lyman Coleman (Serendipity Bible) teaching on small groups to 
show a progression of how your network will most likely form and 
assimilate to one another. Lyman noted that there are four stages 
to small groups that you can liken to a baseball player running the 
bases on a baseball diamond.
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1ST	BASE:	ACCEPTANCE
Get-to-know-you stage 

2ND	BASE:	AFFIRMATION	
Learning-strengths-and-weakness 
stage.

3RD	BASE:	ACCOUNTABILITY
I-trust-you-and-you-trust-me stage

HOME	PLATE:	BIBLICAL	
COMMUNITY
Jesus-Mission, Kingdom-minded 
stage.

Your goal as a network leader is to lead your network toward a 
home run! This looks like giving the pastors in your network time 
to develop relationships and ultimately get to a place of Biblical 
community where you have one another’s backs and you’re planting 
churches together with Kingdom gain, not personal gain, in mind.

RECOGNIZING THE RIGHT FIT
So, your basic mission is twofold:

1. Lead your network to reproduce by starting new campuses 
and churches, AND

2. Identify	and	develop an apprentice network leader, who can in 
turn start another reproducing network.

Both the former and the latter parts of the mission naturally lead to 
this set of questions:

• What qualities and characteristics am I looking for in a network 
apprentice?  

• What qualities am I looking or in prospective network churches?
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APPRENTICES
Let’s talk first about recognizing an apprentice network leader. As 
mentioned before, you are looking for an apostolic leader, and you 
will want to recognize these qualities in him or her:

1. Apostolic leaders see the future clearly: They see a better 
tomorrow, and they are gifted to vision cast in such a way that 
others want to give their energy and resources to making that 
new tomorrow become a reality today!  

2. Apostolic leaders start new things: They are entrepreneurial, 
able to start something from nothing, and empower others to 
do the same. Wherever life takes them they leave in their path 
new small groups, missional communities, campuses, and 
churches full of Christ-followers.

3. Apostolic leaders embed and guard the truth: They are able 
to instill the ideology and values of the gospel into these new 
communities of Christ followers.  When necessary, they will 
also reprimand and defend when the truth of the gospel is not 
upheld.

Pause for a few moments and give this some thought: Who do you 
know who sees a better tomorrow, is always starting new things, 
and is passionate about the truth? Perhaps several people come 
to mind. Congratulations! You may have just recognized a future 
network leader.

RECRUITING	THE	RIGHT	PEOPLE
You’ve recognized the right people, which is all well and good, but 
that and a shiny nickel won’t get you a whole lot of anything. Never 
underestimate the power of these four letters when they come 
together: ICNU (“I see in you”). Whether you’re inviting a large 
multi-site, reproducing church to join your network or a one-month-
old church plant, letting someone know what you see in them is a 
great place to start when inviting them into your network.
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ICNU should naturally lead to an “I see in us!” conversation as 
you talk about the power of working together. Working together to 
plant churches. Working together to raise up leadership residents. 
Working together to see more people find their way back to God. 
Advancing God’s Kingdom to more together than we ever could 
alone.

SENDING	A	NETWORK	LEADER
When your apprentice has been trained and he or she is ready to 
begin the process of starting their own network, be sure to ask 
these three simple questions:

1.	 Do	they	know	the	amount	they	are	required	to	contribute	
per	year	as	a	network	leader?

Just as churches in a network are required to contribute 
financially to the network, networks also are required to 
put money into the movement. This helps to keep the 
movement moving forward, enabling NewThing to do 
more and reach more people.

2.	 Do	they	know	who	their	Apprentice	Network	Leader	is?

Again, they’re not just starting a new network. They’re 
starting a network that will start more networks that start 
new networks. Send them off with this in mind from the 
very beginning otherwise they can get bombarded by 
needs and perceived needs, forgetting that the end is 
multiplication.
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3.	 Do	they	know	they	are	required	to	collect	My	Reproducing	
Plans	(MRPs)?

Part of our accountability structure is the MRP. It’s how 
we enable lead pastors to strategically think through how 
they’re going to train leaders and plant more churches 
each year. Multiplying is not optional, so we do all we can 
to aid in the reproduction process for each campus.

If your apprentice network leader knows these three things, if they 
understand the network leader expectations (below), and if they 
have gone through the five steps over an extended period of time 
with you, they will be prepared to fulfill the role.

CONCLUSION
In planting churches, NewThing is joining God in his mission. 
When we plant and reproduce a new church, we are once again 
proclaiming and demonstrating the gospel. When NewThing 
reproduces a church, it provides another outpost for the Kingdom 
to reign. The more churches planted, the more opportunity to bring 
people into that reign. The more churches reproduced, the more 
opportunities for people to experience the Gospel in word and 
deed while tangibly experiencing the Kingdom. Reproducing then 
becomes a methodology for the church to complete the mission of 
God and contribute to the restoration of all things. Thus, NewThing 
reproduces the Mission of God, which is why we exist.

Thank you for leading and reproducing a NewThing network! 
Because of you, more churches will be planted and more people 
will find their way back to God. 
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IN THIS SECTION

Appendix A – Network Leader Expectations
Appendix B – My Reproducing Plan (MRP)
Appendix C – How Money Works
Appendix D – Network Leader Stipend
Appendix E – How to Know if You’re Winning!
Appendix F – Training for Leading a Reproducing Network
Appendix G – The Value Of NewThing
Appendix H – Network Accountability Questions

APPENDIX A: NETWORK LEADER EXPECTATIONS

• Train an Apprentice Network Leader yearly. 
• Monthly 1:1 call/meeting with your movement leader or a huddle 

with their network.
• Monthly 1:1 call/meeting with each church or a huddle with all 

churches in network.
• Hold churches in network to complete a My Reproducing Plan 

(MRP).
• Attend NewThing gatherings.
• Pray for the churches in your network.
• Know the balance of your network funds. (This will be sent to 

you each month by the Catalyst Team.) 
• Prioritize our key values: relationships, reproducing, resources 

and residents in your network.
• Stay focused on the mission of helping people find their way 

back to God.
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APPENDIX B – MY REPRODUCING PLAN (MRP)

The NewThing “My Reproducing Plan” (MRP) is a tool to help you 
identify your specific reproducing goals and objectives for the year. 
In this way we can hold each other accountable to what we all long 
to see: movements of reproducing churches to achieve the Jesus 
Mission.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, a network leader helps every church 
in the network complete the MRP once per year. This is for 
accountability and to spur on reproduction in those in our network 
because what gets measured gets done. We want our behavior to 
align with our values and completing a MRP will, without a doubt, 
help everyone live out our value of reproducing by doing nothing 
more than identifying their goals and working toward them.

For the same reasons movement leaders also are to hold network 
leaders accountable to completing the MRPs for their networks. 
NewThing will ultimately compile and publish the aggregate goals 
of our combined MRPs so we can pray and celebrate together.

You can complete the MRP online. Email info@newthing.org for the 
link.

APPENDIX C – HOW MONEY WORKS

Our networks of reproducing churches work together to catalyze 
movements. Each movement is led by a movement leader and 
consists of approximately three to four networks of churches that 
are led by a network leader. We ask that each NewThing church 
contribute financially to the mission based on its status in the 
movement.

REPRODUCING CHURCH ($5,000 PER YEAR)
NewThing asks that each reproducing church show its commitment 
to reproducing by investing the first $5,000 USD per year of its 
church planting funds into its own network. These collective 
funds will remain within its network and are available to catalyze 
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ongoing reproduction of church planting. The network Leader, in 
collaboration with the network, will invest these financial resources 
to further church planting, campus planting, Leadership Resident 
grants, and coaching from within the network. To disburse funds, 
the network leader will submit a request with the proper receipts to 
NewThing Catalyst for reimbursement.  It’s that simple!

It is important to note that everything a reproducing church 
contributes financially will remain invested within its own network. 
This means that reproducing churches in NewThing receive the 
resources, coaching, and leadership for free.

While NewThing does ask that each reproducing church contribute 
$5,000 USD annually from its church planting funds, a graduated 
scale can be discussed with the network leader if needed. We 
understand that financial situations vary.

NETWORK LEVEL CHURCH ($10,000 PER YEAR)
NewThing asks that each network-leading church show its 
commitment to reproducing by investing the first $10,000 USD per 
year of its church planting funds into NewThing Catalyst to serve 
leaders and churches in the field. If needed, a graduated scale can 
be discussed with the NewThing Director, as we understand that 
financial situations vary.

MOVEMENT LEVEL CHURCH ($15,000 PER YEAR)
NewThing asks that each movement-leading church show its 
commitment to reproducing by investing the first $15,000 USD per 
year of its church planting funds into NewThing Catalyst to serve 
leaders and churches in the field. If needed, a graduated scale can 
be discussed with the NewThing Director, as we understand that 
financial situations vary.

APPENDIX D – NETWORK LEADER STIPEND

We believe that leadership fuels a reproducing church movement. We 
also know that reproducing happens in the context of relationships. 
Our movement and network leaders catalyze relationships at 
NewThing by investing in other leaders.
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The NewThing Leader Stipend is designed to compensate 
movement and network leaders for their time and effort training 
others. The amount of the stipend depends on the number of 
churches in a network or the number of networks in a movement.

• Movement leaders receive $75 dollars per month for each 
network they coach.

• Network leaders receive $25 dollars per month for each church 
in their network they coach.

Example
•  Movement leader coaching two networks = (2 x $75) $150 per 

month
•  Network Leader coaching four network churches = (4 x 25) 

$100 per month

You have the option of foregoing your stipend and contributing to 
your network. The Stipend funds will come out of the NewThing 
catalyst budget, not your network funds.

APPENDIX E – HOW TO KNOW IF YOU’RE WINNING! 
So how do you know if you’re winning? Easy – reproduce! Here are 
some questions to ask yourself to know if you’re on the right track.

• Are the churches in your network reproducing leaders, groups, 
and services?

• Do the churches in your network have leadership residents?

• Are you apprenticing a new network leader?

• Are you meeting at least once a month with your network 
churches?

• Is your network actively planting new churches?

• Are you bringing your networks to NewThing gatherings?
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APPENDIX F – TRAINING FOR LEADING A 
REPRODUCING NETWORK

The Leading A Reproducing Network (LARN) training is an intensive, 
one-year tool that we host in order to better equip a church or 
pastor for taking the next step in reproduction. It’s very hands on 
and very relationally based, which is why the kickoff is a two-day, 
in-person gathering here in Chicago. Time is spent getting to know 
one another and understanding the context each leader is coming 
from.

From that point on the group meets every month via Zoom (online 
conferencing tool) for one hour to provide training, coach, and 
discuss progress. We do our best to use our experiences to guide 
you on your journey toward reproduction and network leading. Much 
territory has been taken for the Kingdom through reproduction by 
the leaders who have walked through this very practical training. 

This training comes with expectations. Each team pays $10,000 
(the equivalent of what we ask all network level churches to pay) 
to participate. and they are expected to put into practice what 
they’ve learned. Teams are required to complete an MRP to 
identify their working goals, and an Action Learning Plan to assist 
in developming a specific strategy and tactics to start and lead a 
reproducing network. 
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APPENDIX G – THE VALUE OF NEWTHING
What NewThing has to Offer - Based on our four values:

RELATIONSHIPS
1.	 Networks – You will be connected and involved with a local group 

of like-minded pastors; working and playing hard together to create 
culture and community

2.	 Accountability	– Accountable relationships with others can spur you 
on to planting churches that plant more churches.

3.	 Span	 of	 care – Our personal and group mentoring/coaching is 
designed to promote individual care, leadership, growth, and increased 
knowledge/skill for reproducing.

REPRODUCING

1.	 Missional	 Focus	 – We align ourselves around achieving the Jesus 
Mission (Acts 1:8) of helping people find their way back to God, not 
doctrinal statements or denominational lines.

2. Collaboration – In your network, you will work together as a unit to 
reproduce churches – doing together what you could not do on your 
own.

3.	 At	Every	Level	– We help you learn to reproduce at every level in your 
church by raising up new ministry leaders and church planters.

RESIDENCY

1.	 Apprenticeship – Hands on experiential training under a current lead 
pastors will help equip you for planting and leading a reproducing 
church.

2.	 Leadership	Training	Center – The LTC offers a 10 month classroom-
style training providing you with the practical knowledge needed to 
start a reproducing church.

3.	 Global	Residency	Exchange	 – Connecting with others around the 
world through the Global Residency Program gives you an opportunity 
to learn cross-culturally how to plant and lead a reproducing church 
anywhere in the world.

RESOURCES

1.	 Finances	 – There is real, tangible money available within our local 
networks for church planters – plus there’s a matching fund that 
supports residents by way of scholarships.
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2.	 Ministry	 Tools	 – We provide books, ministry guides and manuals, 
trainings, curriculum, preach material, and more to help you make your 
work more effective and efficient. 

3. Bigger Vision – Being around other apostolically gifted leaders will 
increase your vision for what God can do through you and your 
ministry.

4.	 Access	 to	 Leaders – NewThing provides opportunities to connect 
with many graet leaders and cutting-edge thinkers. 

APPENDIX H – NETWORK ACCOUNTABILITY 
QUESTIONS

These are sample questions to use in your network meetings or one-
on-one’s with church leaders. Use them as a guide, conversation 
starter or whatever suits you best.

RELATIONSHIPS
1. Are you meeting monthly with your network?

a. If no, why not?
b. If yes, are you finding it useful and productive?

2. When you meet with your network are you following up with each other 
on targets that you set directed at the other three R’s - both individually 
and as a network??
a. If no, why not?
b. If yes, are you finding it useful and productive?

3. Are you meeting 1-on-1 each month with your network or movement 
leader?
a. If no, why not?
b. If yes, are you finding it useful and productive?

REPRODUCING

1. What reproducing goals have you set this year?
a. Where are you in that process?
b. What assistance would be helpful for you to achieve these goals?

2. How are you partnering within your network to reproduce?
a. What goals have you set together?
b. Where are you at as far as achieving those goals?
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3. How are you reproducing at every level within your own church?
a. How involved and bought in is staff when it comes to reproducing 

churches, their departments, and themselves?

RESIDENCY

1. Who is your current apprentice?
a. How are you actively engaged in equipping him/her to effectively 

plant a reproducing church?

2. What process are you taking your residents through to effectively 
enable them to start a reproducing church?
a. How are you training them through hands on skills?
b. How are you growing their knowledge?

3. How are you raising up residents within your own church and recruiting 
residents from outside your church?
a. What promotion or marketing are you engaged in?
b. Are you consistently challenging congregation to take up more 

responsibilities?
c. Do you have a leadership development pipeline?

RESOURCES

1. Is your network collecting and allocating money towards reproduction?
a. If no, how come?
b. If yes, what is that money going towards specifically?

2. How are you capitalizing on the ministry tools that NewThing provides?
a. What has been most helpful for you?
b. What would you like to see made available?

3. How can you expand your vision from where it’s at currently?
a. What areas need extended prayer?
b. What has grown stagnant?

4. Are you taking advantage of the access to leaders that NewThing 
provides?
a. Who might be able to help you with barriers you’ve hit or questions 

you have?
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